Stop shooting the wrong target.
Ifyour

25 yards, then use a
black bullseye so labeled and po-st rt at exactly that distance. Do not use that target
for any other type of shooting. To do so is not a sin, just a waste of ammo and not a
way to improve your shooting ability. You only learn from hits you ean sec!
Using binoculars or a spofting scope to find hits in the black part of a 50 foot target
posted at33 feet is just uazy.
are practicing to

shmt

a bullseye match at 50 feet or

If your pistgl has adju$able sights then it can be regulated to hit the 10 ring
with a traditional 6 o'clock hold at the official distance if that is your goal. If your
pistol has fixed sights, then it is a recreational or service (self-defense) pistol. I
have heard many club members qittsiz*their expensive service pistols because it
stroots low. They are using a 6 o'clock hold on a black bullssye and are upset
because all of their bullets are hitting low. The group is down there behind the &ont
$ght white dot. Tho pistol is doing exactly what the factery intended. The
problem is that you are shooting the wrong twget. Do not shoot a self defense
pistol at a bullseye targetand call that practice. You will probably never be
attacked by one of them. If you and your service pistol can get all hits in the 10
ri*g, th* is not gcod. That is actually very bad because you are probably shooting
way too slowly to win a gunfigfut

I\[EW SH{IOTERS should not shoot black bullseye targets because
everyttime they do it right, they see nothing: no reward, no reinforcement, no
learning. The BEST tarEpt for new shooter traiaing is a cheap 9 inch paper
plate posted at 2l feet For good shooting you must look at the sights. In that big
white round blur thae is no bullseye to pull your focus offthe sights. That is why
you never ever put an orange or red dot out there. H.y, orange dot guys, what are
you practicing for? No match usos them and most bad guys don't weatr one. All an
orange dot does is pull you focus offthe sights and cause you to shoot larger

groups. Save the dots for scoped rifle strooting.

Sometimes the NRA gets it right. The official trainingipractice target for the
Personal Protection courses is an 8.5 x 11 sheet of plain white paper. Less than one
cent each in the 500 pack at \trlalmart. Post this vertical (porhait) on brown

cardboard at2L or 33 feet. Ifthe range is not crowded, post several. Only shoot 10
ar LZ shots, then start a fresh target. If you stroot too much at one paper the new
ones get lost in the crowd or go through an eartrier hole. You can't learn from hits
you can't see. Paper is cheap, afilmo is expensive. Do not post this target at 50
feet for self defense training. That will cause you to shoot slowly which is bad

training. If you belong to a club that allows it, post this target at 9 or 15 feet and
blast it

with

2 or 3 quick shots.

The "shoot and see" targets are expensive. Because of the price, shooters
tend to exceed the t0-12 shot rule. Their later shots ge1 lost in the crowd which
really rrakes it a "shoot and can't sse" tatget. Save these for long range rifle work.
At 100 yards the more visible hits can be seen through your rifle scope so you don't
have to buy a spotting scope. They are not meant for short range pistol practice.

Do not try to shoot tiny groups with a service pistol. Strive for a frst sized
goup at a good quick pace. If your gloups get smaller than a tennis ball, that is
very nice. You have clearly mastered the fundamentals. But for self defense
practtceltratning this is not good" If your groups are thattight it is time to shoot a
li6le faster or to stretch the distance. The next time the supermarkst checkout girl
says 'opaper or plastic" request a paper bag. When you get home coilapse it flat and
hold it (v.ertical) against your body. Notice anything? This is the correct 21 foot
txgetfor all those tiny pocket guns that barely have any sights. If your office or
school throws away used manila folders, grab them. Unfolded and vertical they
make an excellent torso sized target. Two sheets of paper taped or stapled to be 17
(ta11)

x

11 inches wide is also correct for these mini guns.

It is OK to do some self defense type practice with your match gun. But it is
bad training to shoot official bullseye targets with your self defense style gun. If
you are just shooting for recreation, then plain white targets (like the 10,8 ,5 tatget
used at ttris club)

will let you see your hits and you will improve faster.

Paper

plates are also excellent for 50 and 100 rifle shooting" Orange dots allowed.
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